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Reading to Learn

Introduction
Learning from expository text, more colloquially known as ‘reading to learn’, has long been a feature of higher education (Guthrie, 1982).  In the importance which is attached to reading as a medium of instruction, there is an implicit assumption that the task of ‘reading to learn’ is not problematic.  Whether this was ever true is probably a moot point.  Certainly in more recent times some disturbing evidence has emerged that students in higher education are not proficient readers.  It seems that while students recognise ‘reading to learn’ to be a distinct type of reading (and appropriately identify ‘reading to learn’ to include reading to understand a topic, or reading to learn some new or some further information with perhaps a specific application in mind), they also report that their purposes for engaging in this type of reading may be somewhat global rather than well specified (Lorch et al, 1993a).  Furthermore students typically perceive ‘reading to learn’ as something which is not immediately evaluated; a perception which may result in a somewhat casual processing of the text.  Saljo (1984) points out that “when reading to learn students are expected to develop cognitive activities which enable them to accomplish something more complex than is generally assumed” and he cautions against explaining ‘reading to learn’ in simplistic and incomplete ways.

Given the present political policy of increasing availability of higher education in the context of shrinking resources and efficiency gains (Barnett, 1992; CSUP, 1992) it may be that the role of reading in the students’ experience has to increase as a partial solution to the economic constraints that are increasingly being placed upon higher education.  It is therefore of some considerable importance that the task of ‘reading to learn’ is understood.  What follows is an initial conceptual exploration.


The processes which underlie competent performance

Current explanations of reading would agree that reading is an active process of meaning construction to which the reader brings his or her own contribution.  Critically, the reader brings his or her extant knowledge to the reading task.  This knowledge has been described in various ways (Spiro, 1980; Resnick, 1987) but can be summarised in terms of conceptual knowledge and strategic knowledge.

Conceptual knowledge.
Conceptual knowledge is a complex web of content knowledge and knowledge about how language is used in texts.  Content knowledge is knowledge about some aspect of one’s physical, social, or psychological world and will vary both in the extent to which it has been formally acquired and also in the extent to which it is principled, organised information (Alexander et al, 1991).  If critical conceptual information is missing, then readers, whilst able to read and understand all of the words in a text, are unable to derive any overall meaning.  That readers use their extant knowledge to filter the information which is in the text is a point on which Kintsch (1988, 1989) elaborates.  According to Kintsch, readers can process the text at different levels.  They can construct a representation of what the text says (what Kintsch calls the textbase) and they may also construct a representation of what the text is about (what Kintsch calls the situation model).  In constructing the textbase, the reader creates a coherent account of the semantic content of the text.  This is not a verbatim account but rather a condensed version of the full text.  It is the availability of the textbase which allows the reader to recall the text in gist form.  In constructing the situation model, the reader creates an account of the situation which is described by the text.  This account of the situation is the product of new information in the text and the reader’s extant knowledge which has been activated by the text. The situation model draws from, but is ‘more than’, the new information in the text.  This is not to suggest that extant knowledge is not required in constructing the textbase.  It is.  Indeed in constructing the textbase Kintsch (1988) argues that the reader will activate a whole range of seemingly pertinent information.  This knowledge will include both information retrieved from long-term memory and inferences which are generated by the reader to make the text more coherent.  However, much of the information which is activated will turn out to be irrelevant to, or inconsistent with, the particular context of the text.  The reader must then decide which information to ‘dump’ and what to retain.  It is in the excising of irrelevant information and the integration of pertinent information that the reader constructs the situation model.  The significance of the situation model is in what it allows the reader to do as a result of reading. Having constructed a situation model the reader can use the instruction manual to operate the computer, can use the set of directions to travel from one place to another, can successfully modify the cookery recipe to take account of available ingredients. In other words the availability of the situation model allows the reader to use the text to solve problems or effect appropriate action.

The relationship between the textbase and the situation model is not too well understood, according to Kintsch (1989).  It does seem that the textbase is a necessary condition for the construction of the situation model.  Only when one has some notion of what the text ‘says’, does it seem possible to identify the wider domain of knowledge to which the text relates.  However, one implication of this is that even if the reader constructs a textbase, it may not be possible for that same reader to construct a situation model because he or she lacks sufficient domain knowledge (although in the absence of domain knowledge it is just possible that the reader may use common-sense knowledge to construct a partial situation model, Schmalhofer, 1995).  While the constructed textbase may yield some new information not previously known to the reader, the inability to construct a situation model renders the reader somewhat powerless to decide for him or herself whether this new information is of any value, and whether it fits in with or conflicts with extant knowledge.  In other words, without a situation model having been constructed as a result of reading, no substantive learning has taken place.  Extant knowledge of the domain in which one is reading is clearly important, but accessing text also requires knowledge of how the content might be organised and represented in the printed form.

Texts are organised in ways which will assist the reader in identifying pertinent information.  Expository text is one basic type of written discourse which attempts to capture abstract thought processes and to represent these logically so that the readers of such text might be apprised of the author’s views.  As a consequence of the author’s intentions, expository text will frequently be characterised by features which are not found in other types of discourse: the arrangement of ideas need not be in the chronological sequence which is so typical of narration but may instead conform to the logic of the text’s structure; sentences may be longer and possibly complex; the text may be quite densely packed with content (and this content may be novel to the reader) and the conventions for attaining linguistic cohesion (such as third person and the passive voice) tend to be less ‘user-friendly’.  In other words by virtue of what expository text sets out to do - to contribute to the growth of the reader’s knowledge and understanding of the topic in question - it is written in a formal style.

While the relationship between domain knowledge and structural organisation may be an important one, it appears not to be a simple one.  Reading expository text can be problematic if its structure is so unfamiliar to readers that they cannot bring relevant content knowledge into use.  In other words, potentially available extant knowledge remains inert.  Even very able learners can have difficulty with expository text because they are not sufficiently practised in handling such text (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 1984; Beck and McKeown, 1989).  They argue, as does Garner (1990) that, when learners are learning to read, most of the texts they use have a narrative discourse.  Learners learn to read such texts very successfully because the prose contains highly familiar concepts and the text merely confirms what is already known.  While an appreciation of expository text structure may be late in developing, nevertheless it appears to be important and it may be part of what distinguishes expert from less-skilled readers.  Cook and Mayer (1988) argue that knowledge about the common types of structure used in expository text allows readers both to focus on high level (rather than just low level) conceptual information and on how the information might be applied (rather than on the mere literal comprehension of the information).  Similarly Lorch et al (1993b) and Lorch and Lorch (1996) argue that the availability of signalling devices such as headings, overviews and summaries influences the reader’s processing of the text’s content. 

Thus it would seem that the role of extant conceptual knowledge is very important.  Those persons who have more extensive domain knowledge in the first place are advantaged when they come to process a piece of text.  Furthermore, those persons who are knowledgeable about the text’s organisation can process the text more efficiently.  Crudely put, those who know more, learn more.  From this follows a fairly obvious imperative: improved learning from text depends to a large extent on the enlargement of both domain specific knowledge and structure-of-text knowledge.  Rather than viewing reading as a content-free ‘skill’ which, once attained, can be applied with equal success to any piece of text, the enabling of students to learn effectively from text requires that students develop pertinent conceptual knowledge.  If students’ extant knowledge is insufficient to construct a situation model but is nevertheless sufficient to construct a text base (a distinction which was outlined above), we must be clear about what products we expect from their reading and what value we can place on such products.  If the only demands which are made of students is that they recall or report the gist of their reading, or make some low level inferences from information in the text, or otherwise engage in tasks which would fall into the category of “knowledge-telling” (Bereiter and Scardamalia, 1987), the extent of their learning must be recognised for what it is: as limited and possibly not fulfilling the aims of higher education.  While students may indeed require to learn facts from their reading material, most higher education would have as an aim that learners go beyond the specifics and confines of a particular course and use content in successively more sophisticated ways of understanding the world (Biggs and Collis, 1982; Ramsden, 1992).  And yet, while higher education espouses the highly lauded aims of expecting students to develop conceptual understanding and to adopt a critical perspective, what happens in practice seems not to promote this.  The role played by reading in the learning endeavour is tacit, as reported in studies which focus on the improvement of effective, self-regulated learning (Vermunt and Van Rijswijk, 1988; Dart and Clarke, 1991; Dall’Alba, 1993; Butler and Winne, 1995).  Many students and teachers have conceptions of learning and teaching which amount to information accumulation effected through a transmission mode (Prosser et al, 1994; Trigwell et al, 1994).  The ‘products’ which teachers accept as evidence of learning having taken place may actually encourage the accurate reproduction of course content (Doyle, 1983; Entwistle and Entwistle, 1991; Ramsden, 1992).  If ‘reading to learn’ is to be an important part of the student experience, both students and teachers must be clear about the function and significance of reading.

Strategic knowledge
If students are to learn from text they must do more than understand what the text ‘says’, though of course they must be open to what the text is saying if they are to modify and develop their understanding.  They must, further, co-ordinate their extant conceptual information with the information which is in the text in their efforts to construct a more sophisticated representation of the knowledge domain.  This involves the use of strategies.  Strategies are “deliberate actions” (Paris et al, 1983) which enable learning to take place.  These actions are over and above the processes which are necessarily involved in carrying out the learning task.  Therefore, in reading there is a need to hold the text in a particular way, to turn the pages, to look at print, to process the text in a particular direction.  But these processes are integral to the task of reading and cannot therefore be regarded as strategic.  On the other hand, underlining words, taking notes, summarising the reading material and answering questions would be regarded as strategies since they are more than what the reader needs to do in order to know what the text ‘says’.  Although practised and sophisticated students may use at least some strategies with little effort or awareness, strategies are always potentially conscious and controllable (Pressley et al, 1990) and so, it is the choice and adoption of some strategies rather than others that gives students control over their own learning.  In making a choice as to which strategy to use, learners will be influenced by their own goals (Cook and Mayer, 1983; Paris et al, 1983).  Both the goals and the strategies may have been suggested or specified by other persons but Paris et al (1983) stress that what distinguishes strategic behaviour is “the intentional, effortful, self-selection of a means to an end” (page 295). 

The strategies which the learner uses will influence how the learner processes the information which is the focus of the learning activity.  The strategy chosen will determine whether the learner selects the appropriate information to attend to, organises the information into meaningful units,  and/or makes connections between the new information and what he/she already knows.  If an appropriate strategy is not invoked then the learning goal will not be realised (Mayer, 1995).  So if the learner does not select the appropriate information, the learner will neither remember nor be able to apply the new information.  If the learner does pay attention to the new material but does not work at organising it, he or she may be well able to recall the information but not be able to apply it in new situations because there is no real meaning in the learning.  If the learner both selects appropriate information and organises it into meaningful units, the learning will be meaningful but constrained by the context of the learning situation.  Such a learner, again, may be able to recall the information but the extent to which the information could be applied to other situations would be limited.  It is, according to Mayer (1995), only when all three strategies are invoked (to include the integration of  new information with extant information) that there will be meaningful learning which both supports good recall of the information and allows application of the information in the widest possible way.

Weinstein and Mayer (1986) have identified five types of learning strategy.  Three of them are cognitive strategies (the rehearsal strategy, the organisational strategy and the elaboration strategy), which are mental resources potentially available to the learner.  Additionally there are metacognitive and affective strategies which are concerned with the learner’s monitoring and management of his or her own learning, and learning environment respectively.

If the goal is just to remember information from the text then rehearsal strategies will suffice.  Here the learner might highlight particular words or phrases, underline parts of the text, slowly read the text out loud, or copy all or part of the text.  Rehearsal behaviours facilitate the amount of material which is learned but the time which is needed for rehearsal is lengthy and might be better used on a more powerful strategy.  Unless the goal of learning is very simple, rehearsal strategies are not particularly effective (Weinstein and Mayer, 1986).

If the goal is to make some sense of new, incoming textual information such that the ‘whole’ can be held together, then organisational strategies will be useful.  Students, for example, might carve up very long pieces of reading into sections which they name or number in some way.  They might identify the main points on which the author’s argument is built; distinguish between conclusions and supporting evidence; and/or  specify the links between different parts of the text.  Another approach might be to classify pieces of text according to structure.  For example the piece of text could explain, clarify or extend some main idea; list facts sequentially; describe a connected series of events or steps in a process; group material into categories or classes; and/or examine the relationship between two or more things (Cook, cited in Weinstein and Mayer, 1986).

Recognising that these different prose structures exist and imposing an appropriate structure on what is being read (if such a structure does not already exist) is a sophisticated use of organisational strategies.  When adult students are effective in organising the material they read according to structure, they are significantly superior in their recall of the text’s information and they are better problem-solvers (Weinstein and Mayer, 1986).

If the goal is to integrate new information in the text with that which is already known, then elaboration strategies are powerful.  Elaboration strategies in relation to reading would include paraphrasing prose, summarising text, generating notes and generating/answering questions in relation to the text.  Elaboration in the particular manifestation of summarising text promotes ‘deep’ learning when the strategy is used appropriately (Hidi and Anderson, 1986; Kirby and Pedwell, 1991).  Moreover, since summarising involves judging the relative importance of ideas, condensing the text and generating an abbreviated form of the original, the task of summarising encourages students to select relevant information, organise it according to some principle and use their existing knowledge to go beyond what is contained within the text, and thereby engage in all three of the major learning processes (Mayer, 1995). 

In addition to these cognitive strategies there are affective strategies which learners use to focus attention, maintain concentration, manage performance anxiety, establish and maintain motivation,  and manage time effectively.

Finally there are  metacognitive strategies which are the most valuable and sophisticated for all learning.  Metacognition is the learner’s knowledge about the cognitive and affective strategies (discussed above) which he or she actually uses together with the ability to control and regulate these strategies in order to achieve learning.  For example, a learner who recognised that rehearsal was inadequate for the learning task and that elaboration was better suited would be being metacognitive in so far as he/she was monitoring his/her learning.  In monitoring learning the learner is checking what sense the task is making and what progress he/she is making in the task.  (How am I doing? Do I understand this?)  However to be fully metacognitive, the learner who recognised that elaboration was a better strategy for the task in hand would also have to implement the elaboration strategy and make some judgement as to how effective the strategy had been in achieving the desired learning.  Unless the learner is regulating his/her learning, he/she is not a fully independent learner.  Metacognitive learners can appraise their own progress very accurately.  They know what they are achieving because they determine for themselves what the learning goals are and how the learning is to be achieved.  Furthermore, they can diagnose their own difficulties and weaknesses and can take action to make progress in their learning either by recognising what needs to be corrected or remedied or by identifying what the ‘next step’ needs to be.  Finally, they reflect upon and evaluate the learning in which they have been engaged in order to decide how they might design their engagement in subsequent learning. 

The strategies do not operate singly (Simons, 1995).  Cognitive, affective and metacognitive strategies operate interactively, particularly in students who are aware of themselves as learners; are aware of, and use, the various strategies discussed here; recognise the demands of different kinds of academic tasks; and have sufficient content/domain knowledge such that they can actually engage in some thinking (Weinstein and Meyer, 1995).  The interaction of the cognitive, metacognitive and affective elements is exemplified in the elaboration strategy of summarising.  Cognitively, the reader clarifies the meaning and significance of the text and synthesises information from multiple and diverse sources.  Metacognitively, the reader monitors comprehension and recall through evaluating how well he/she is constructing a synopsis of the text.  And finally, in affective terms, the realisation that summarising can promote the learning endeavour brings with it an awareness that time and effort will need to be invested (Paris et al, 1983).

The significance of strategies is that they enable students to learn from their reading.  Expert strategic readers decide whether their learning is to be at the level of acquisition/recall, or comprehension/making sense of, or at the most substantive level of actively reworking their thinking through integrating new and extant information.  While, in reality, students’ decisions as to what level of learning to engage in are influenced by a range of factors (Entwistle, 1991), students are unlikely to derive new insights into their subject matter, accept that there are alternative perspectives on most phenomena or make coherent sense out of incomplete or even conflicting evidence (Perry, 1970) if their reading requires only that they remember what they read and/or that they impose some structural organisation on what they read.  It does seem to be important, then, that in order to become expert strategic readers students are aware that different learning goals are best served by particular cognitive strategies.  Perhaps, however, students in the higher education context must also be aware that in ‘reading to learn’, prominence needs to be given to monitoring and regulating the use of elaboration strategies.

The intervention which enables students to move from a less competent state to a more competent state

If students are unable to learn from their reading (that is, construct a situation model), one logical solution is to compensate for their lack of both domain knowledge and structure-of-text knowledge, through having them read texts which are optimally structured.  Readers experience difficulty with expository text because of their lack of experience with its genre and their paucity of domain knowledge (Scardamalia and Bereiter, 1984; Beck and McKeown, 1989).  Beck and McKeown (1989) offer a number of criteria for well-structured text and are hopeful that authors of expository text will take cognisance of the need to give cumulative experience of coherently organised expository texts.  This together with the findings of Cook and Mayer (1988) Lorch et al (1993b) and Lorch and Lorch (1996) that knowledge of structural devices enhances encoding, will hopefully be increasingly incorporated in the expository texts of the future.

However desirable it might be that texts are optimally structured the reality is that many in current use will be poorly organised and disjointed.  Furthermore, it is an important part of a mature reader’s repertoire to be able to deal with poor text presentation (Beck and McKeown, 1989), and there is some evidence that, for some students in some subjects, poorly structured text leads them to process the text more actively and deeply (Kirby and Woodhouse, 1994).  It is therefore of particular importance that students respond to text strategically. 

Earlier it was suggested that prominence should be given to the elaboration strategy since it elicits the three major learning processes of paying attention to, organising and making sense of new information.  In the case of the new information being in text form, and thus requiring that students engage in ‘reading to learn’, the particular elaboration strategy which is of interest is summarising.  Summarising has been emphasised by Scardamalia and Bereiter (1984) Pressley et al (1992) and Mayer (1995) as being what distinguishes skilled from less skilled readers.  What then would be involved in acquiring expertise in summarising?

Firstly students must appreciate the cognitive and metacognitive power of summarising.  Of course, students who have well developed and accessible background knowledge will not need to re-read parts of the text to identify the main point nor will they need to make use of the structural devices offered in the text to make conceptual distinctions.  But if students are to learn from text, they must construct the knowledge and understanding which were intended by the author.  This process operates automatically until some “triggering event” (Brown, 1980) such as an expectation not being confirmed or being repeatedly confronted by their own ignorance, causes readers to slow down the rate of processing and allocate time and effort to clearing up the comprehension failure.  In recognising that they are not learning, students are monitoring their own progress (or lack of it) and are thus more likely to engage in additional/remedial activity to correct the shortfall.  A powerful indication to students of what has been learned and of what progress is being made is their attempts to transform the information in the text into their own words. Being unable to construct a synopsis of the text should galvanise students into further action such as re-reading parts of the text or consulting another source.  However, if students are unaware that they are not learning, they are unlikely to invoke remedial action.  Poor cognitive and metacognitive monitoring is not uncommon and, according to Garner (1990), is affected by aspects of the learning context.  She argues that when the task is perceived as unimportant, when there is no need to act on the reading, or when effortful activity is neither valued nor rewarded, monitoring is unlikely.  The failure to invoke cognitive and metacognitive monitoring may well mean that students focus on what is personally salient within the text rather than on what is conceptually significant. 

Secondly, in addition to appreciating the power of cognitive and metacognitive monitoring, students need to develop skill in the use of the summarising procedure.  According to Hidi and Anderson (1986) the components of summarising develop slowly, and proficiency cannot be assumed even in adult readers.  Garner (1990) argues that maladaptive routines may be substituted for learning enhancing behaviours, particularly when well-practised but primitive routines are intermittently reinforced through being a recognisable attempt to produce a product.  In the name of summarisation some students adopt what is now known as the copy-delete routine: copy verbatim, do not deviate from the surface features of the text, do not paraphrase, do not combine ideas, and stop when they run out of space.  Such a routine results in a product which might be referred to as a summary but which has not been rendered as a result of the recursive examination of the text to construct a succinct and accurate representation of the original.  To the extent that students focus on the surface features of the text, they deprive themselves of the opportunity to transform their own knowledge base in the light of what the text both states and implies.

If students are unclear as to what the constituent processes of summarising are, then they need to learn that firstly there must be a conscious evaluation of what parts of the text are (and are not) important; secondly that they must apply rules of condensation; and thirdly that the essence of the original is shaped into a form which itself is a coherent and accurate representation.  However, there are two main factors which make it more or less difficult to develop the constituents of summarising (Hidi and Anderson, 1986).  

One factor is whether the student is summarising text for his or her own perusal or for the perusal of others.  Hidi and Anderson (1986) argue that it is important to be clear about the difference between writer-based summaries (summaries which writers produce for themselves) and reader-based summaries (summaries which writers produce for an audience) since each has different purposes which, in turn, will influence the production of the summary.  A writer-based summary is primarily constructed to monitor and facilitate the writer’s own understanding of the text.  If the original is short, it will be relatively easy to identify the stated or implied topic sentence.  If, however, the original is long the writer is required to make many more judgements about the relative importance of different text segments, which increases processing demand.  If as well as being long the text is loosely structured and contains unfamiliar concepts or highly specialised language, demands on the writer increase yet further.  In order to progress at all, the units of text processed by the writer will be small.  However, the writer is not required to conform to a particular word limitation nor need the writer be overly concerned with syntax, style or structural aspects of the summary.  A reader-based summary, on the other hand, is primarily constructed to demonstrate the writer’s skill in accurately representing the original text and the writer needs to be familiar with the material being summarised in order to construct a polished account.  Typically the writer will be working within a specific word limitation and so the requirement to condense the original while still retaining the integrity of the original material makes demands which are additional to those being made when constructing a writer-based summary.  There is a clear implication here that students begin by constructing writer-based summaries and that they progress to reader-based summaries when proficiency has developed in the former (and within this development that they start with short, conceptually straightforward text and graduate to lengthier, more challenging text).  While it is desirable not to impose on the novice student all of the demands of a reader-based summary, it does seem important that even novice students understand that they should produce an accurate impression of the author’s intention rather than an idiosyncratic or personally salient account.  The requirement to revisit and review one’s own records of what was deemed the important information in a piece of text might help to concentrate the minds of the students as to the nature of the writer-based summarising task (Haenggi and Perfetti, 1992; Benton et al, 1993; Van Meter et al, 1994).

Another factor which makes the task of summarising less than straightforward is the physical availability of the original text when summarising (Hidi and Anderson, 1986).   In text-present summarising the original is available for repeated perusal whilst in text-absent summarising, the writer must retrieve all information from memory.  Hidi and Anderson (1986) suggest that text-absent summarising promotes a more active type of processing than does text-present summarising but Kirby and Woodhouse (1994) suggest that while text-absent summarising may encourage some students to process text more deeply, it actually works to the detriment of others.  Kirby and Pedwell (1991) found that students who adopted a surface approach to their learning needed the text to be available to them in order to construct a summary whereas students who typically adopted a deep approach could construct a summary in both text-absent and text-present conditions.  Furthermore, recall of the original text material after an interval of two or three days was greatest for those students who were able to construct a summary of quality in text-absent conditions.  It seems that text-absent summarising can be powerful for the student, when the student is actively engaging with the material.  But requiring students to summarise in text-absent conditions will not of itself promote a deep approach to learning.  Kirby and Pedwell (1991) argue that text-present summarising should be used in cases where the summarisers are not skilled and where the material is new and initially difficult for the students.  With increasing skill in summarising, students should be encouraged to move towards text-absent summarising as total reliance on text-present summarising may encourage habitual use of surface approaches to learning.

While students may need varying degrees of help to appreciate and use cognitive and metacognitive strategies (Paris et al, 1983; Dole et al, 1991; Butler and Winne, 1995; Simons, 1995), the strategies are only of value if they are implemented in the pursuit of substantive learning.  Of fundamental significance to the learning endeavour is the student’s own conception of learning and the student’s deliberation on how that conception of learning can change (Marton, 1988).  Students who conceive of learning only as ‘more things to know or remember’ are going to treat the text as though it were a repository of facts to be raided.  On the other hand, students who recognise that a text might radically affect the way they think about aspects of reality are going to engage with the line of reasoning expounded and evaluate it in terms of a range of criteria.  This ‘dichotomy’ which students face (of whether to adopt a ‘deep’ or ‘surface‘ approach) is influenced in part by the reading demands made on them.  If students are only required to learn what has already been processed for them by others, they learn to believe that this is what learning means.  If the teacher is the one who summarises the text and defines the important terms, students are not required to think for themselves and are, in effect, being encouraged to adopt a surface approach to learning (Entwistle, cited in Vermunt and Van Rijswijk, 1988).  This does rather suggest that, in order to facilitate a deep approach to learning, students have to be required to think for themselves even if they are initially reluctant to do so and that they progressively and explicitly focus on enriching and revising their understanding (Bereiter and Scardamalia, 1989; Dart and Clarke, 1991; Dall’Alba, 1993; Baillie et al, 1996).  The consequence of believing that learning is only the accretion of information is to prevent any essential change in the person because such a view of learning does not include the possibility that conceptual boundaries could shift to form new perspectives.

Conclusion
If reading is to continue  as a medium of instruction in higher education, it must be pursued intentionally by students.  This means that students recognise that learning will only happen with effort on the part of each individual reader and is not a natural consequence of carrying out particular reading activities.  The effort is concerned to transform extant knowledge into some desired, not-yet-attained knowledge and may involve several intermediate transformations.  In appreciating that desired learning requires active, cognitive processing, students recognise that learning is inherently problematic. This is not to say that the learning from text need necessarily be painful or difficult, just that it is not guaranteed.  

In enabling students to pursue their reading intentionally, teachers can be of great help.  Firstly they need to subscribe to the view that ‘reading to learn’ is effortful and problematic and, secondly, they need to behave in ways that are consistent with the intention that students learn to think (with increasing sophistication) for themselves.  As an aid to, and manifestation of, their learning from text students should routinely and intentionally incorporate summarising into their reading activities.  Novice students may need help with the task of summarising.  It is when students are effective in their summarising that they have control over their own learning.
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